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Abstract. In order to support management functions in dynamically changing 
corporate enterprises, adequate information systems need to be built, automat-
ing desirable adaptation of inter- and intra- organizational business processes. 
This paper therefore introduces a new approach to the design of multi-agent in-
formation systems meant for planning, discovering, monitoring deviations, and 
optimizing business processes. Expected qualitative breakthrough in the sys-
tem’s capacity is based on the matching of its constructional and behavioral 
perspective with the ontological model of supported enterprise. Besides, con-
formity between organizational and information systems is supplemented by 
their conceptual alignment in the description of states and processes. The me-
thod of multi-agent framework construction and its application for traceability 
in supply chains are presented in this paper. 
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1 Introduction 

The research that is reported in this paper concerns the use of business information 
systems [1] for the purpose of organizational diagnosis that is to establish the widely 
shared understanding of a system and, based on that understanding, to determine 
whether change is desirable [2]. 

Globalization leads to the formation of dynamically changing, large-scale enter-
prises comprised of interacting business parties. The considerable growth of depen-
dencies within corporate enterprises inevitably results in the complication of man-
agement activities related to organizational diagnosis. Provided that all the nodes of 
the ideal multi-organizational network agreed on their functions, standardized de-
scription of data and processes, and established flawless software interaction, even so 
the consolidated efforts of involved companies still would not guarantee their ability 
to react operatively to all the changes in the business world. 

Furthermore, although the newest information systems are capable of fulfilling 
many human analytical and social functions, they still lack the ability to perform real-
time analysis of deviations in the dynamic flow of business activities and automate 
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adaptation of inter- and intra- organizational business processes to erratic business 
conditions. The considerable degradation of existent business information systems in 
functional support of corporate enterprises arises due to reasons that are stated below.  

At first, a theoretical basis for intellectual information systems for social organiza-
tions [3-5] is developed without taking into consideration the knowledge of enterprise 
engineering [6]. Implemented programming objects often have no links with the ob-
jects in the business world that they are meant to refer to. The fallacy in this approach 
is that resulted socio-technical systems [5] contain dissimilarities between models of 
information systems and business models of supported organizations. Consequently, 
the relationships between functions of developed software and constructions of social 
organizations are broken. Therefore, existing solutions do not meet contemporary 
business requirements.  

Secondly, for the majority of information systems, embedded information patterns 
do not properly correspond to the concepts used in the real world to talk and think 
about business objects [7]. Representation of our world through inconsistent set of 
concepts creates unnecessary constraints and impedes data integration. Besides, pro-
gressive perdurantist approaches addressing temporality in data modeling still have 
not yielded complete, application-independent, and practically proved frameworks [8] 
for the modeling of business objects and processes. As a result, socio-technical sys-
tems are suffering from the isolation of data analysis from actual business activities. 

Our research introduces a new approach to the design of information systems 
meant for planning, discovering, monitoring deviations, and optimizing business 
processes. Expected qualitative breakthrough in the system’s capacity is based on the 
matching of its constructional and behavioral perspectives with the ontological model 
of supported enterprise. Besides, conformity between organizational and information 
systems is supplemented by their consistent abstractions for the description of states 
and processes of federated enterprises. Unified abstractions also help to improve the 
integration of business information systems of separated nodes into networks of or-
ganizations. 

As will be presented and elaborated in this paper, integrated conceptualization of 
enterprise ontology [9], data models, and software architecture have a strong theoreti-
cal basis. Thus, to derive needed abstractions and a meta-description of business 
processes our approach uses the Design and Methodology for Organizations 
(DEMO) [6], which focuses on the communicative acts that take place between hu-
man actors in the organizations. One of perdurantist approaches, the Object Para-
digm [7], accompanied with conceptual modeling technique BORO [7], facilitate tight 
integration among systems and data through semantic interoperability. ISO 15926 
standard [10] is used for the representation of business-valuable data in a universal 
format. The WOSL (World Ontology Specification Language) language advanta-
geously used in DEMO methodology for the specification of world ontologies is con-
ceptually aligned with three-level metadata model ISO 15926. This creates necessary 
pre-conditions to both integrate concepts and predicates of these ontological models 
and build a generic process-data model. 

On the other hand, we may see federated enterprises as social entities with colla-
borative human actors. From such a viewpoint, a supportive information system for 
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organizational diagnosis naturally becomes a part of a ‘collaboration’ design domain 
intended for information sharing, learning and decision support [9]. The distributed 
manner of such systems and the large amount of autonomy among their components 
tempt us to use multi-agent approach [4] to design the needed abstractions of software 
architecture. A multi-agent solution adjusted with an ontological view on data model 
and business processes of organizations meets the requirement of some flexible reac-
tion to changes in the dynamically changing enterprises. 

The proposed approach to designing business information systems can be applied 
for the creation of a new class of traceability applications [11]. These applications are 
aimed at tracing the state of objects, discovering information regarding its past states, 
correctly predicting future states and estimating different kinds of risks. Particularly, 
traceability applications in transportation are essential for participants of supply chain 
activities, who want to carry out, plan and coordinate their business processes in ac-
cordance with the state and location of transportable objects. Logically and technical-
ly correspondent cornerstones of proposed multi-agent systems create the necessary 
conditions for the building of a cohesive transportation traceability system, which can 
be modified and extended continuously in order to support changes in the supply net-
work. The method for multi-agent framework construction and its application for 
traceability in supply chains are presented upon in this paper. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. First, the state of existing solutions is de-
scribed in section 2. The theoretical background of our work is summarized in section 
3. The research methodology is outlined in section 4. Then the application of pro-
posed method of multi-agent framework construction is described in section 5. Final-
ly, section 6 provides conclusions and directions for further research.  

2 Existing Solutions for Organizational Diagnosis 

In spite of rapid technological progress, there is a lack of information systems for 
organizational diagnosis in networking organizations [3], [5]. This new form of or-
ganizations is comprised by autonomous parties, which are free to join and leave the 
network. Traditional business information systems from SAP, BAAN, Navision et al. 
were found inefficient in supporting dynamically changing business processes within 
networking organizations [3]. That is why increasing number of the organizations 
with open, distributed and variable structure led to developing a theoretical basis for 
deployment of information technologies in social organizations [3-5]. In the early 
stages researches matured from abstracting of computing environment to model-
oriented development in compliance with the application domain. At that time, the 
paradigm of model-oriented development was formulated by the international consor-
tium OMG as Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [12]. At once multi-agent technolo-
gies were recognized as promising approach for operational data processing in the 
realm of organizational diagnosis [4]. However, the design principles of multi-agent 
systems for monitoring and optimization of business processes in accordance with the 
business models of the application domain have not been formulated until now. 
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One may think that thorough processing of the log files of business activities in 
networking organizations could satisfy the same goals as our approach. Thus we 
could advantageously avoid the necessity of correspondence between the conceptual 
model of an enterprise and the architecture of a multi-agent system, as well as elimi-
nate the requirements for semantic interoperability between business level and sup-
portive business information system. However, it is admitted that the most of the cur-
rently available process mining tools are still rather immature in operational support 
[13]. On the other hand, some stages of a common process mining project are covered 
in our framework, to wit: understanding of the domain; definition of the event data 
format and artefacts, process and organizational models. Furthermore, we will use 
process mining techniques at the implementation stage of multi-agent system.  

3 Theoretical background 

3.1 DEMO methodology for Enterprise Engineering 

In our research we apply DEMO methodology [6] for the description of business 
processes of organizations at the conceptual level. DEMO, as the complete theory and 
the methodology of enterprise ontology, was published by J. Dietz in 2006. Nowadays 
the Enterprise Engineering Institute [14] advances and disseminates this methodolo-
gy.  

DEMO is a methodology for the design, engineering, and implementation of or-
ganizations and networks of organizations. Based on the strong theoretical basis, this 
methodology describes the function and construction of social organizations by their 
ontological models that are essential and complete at the conceptual level, logical and 
free from contradictions, compact and succinct, independent of its realization and 
implementation issues [6]. Besides, the interpretive perspective of the methodology 
comes from considering an enterprise as a social entity, the focus on social individu-
als, Habermas’ theory of communicative action, the autonomy that is basically al-
lowed to actor roles [6]. 

DEMO methodology builds a comprehensive view on the interaction and manage-
ment processes of an enterprise from four Aspect Models [6]. On the other hand, 
these models are concise (i.e. contain a small set of concepts), therefore they can be 
considered as the core for unified description of business processes in networking 
organizations. In addition the Aspect Models represent business processes in the for-
mat suitable for automatic [15], [16] processing, and thereby provide the design-
oriented foundation for IT alignment [9]. Moreover, since the Aspect Models are 
expressible in natural language sentences, they are free from Entity Paradigm’s de-
fects of seeing things [7], such as foundation on an inconsistent set of concepts as 
well as poor semantics for the description of relationships, identity and changes of 
objects over time.  
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3.2 Object Paradigm for Data Modeling 

Supportive information systems perceive the reality through the data flow. Concep-
tualization plays a crucial role for data modeling because of the following reasons. At 
first, it expresses the ontological description of an application domain. Then, secure 
precise meaning and equal understanding of the exchanged data in a federated enter-
prise provides semantic interoperability between all its’ parties. Finally, operation 
with the same data concepts in the description of an enterprise and related business 
information system helps to avoid information loss, simplifies and speeds up data 
analysis. 

For the engineering of conceptual data modeling patterns, we strictly adhere to the 
Object Paradigm [7]. As other perdurantist approaches, the Object Paradigm assumes 
that all objects have four dimensions (spatial and temporal). The consideration of 
temporality unambiguously explains objects’ identity through changes, their relation-
ships and classification principles.  

The idea about data standardization in networking organizations on both concep-
tual and domain-specific levels was substantiated in 2007 by a group of large-scale 
energy companies [17]. They encouraged the development of a unified ontology for 
data aggregation and support of manufacturing lifecycle management. As a result, 
ISO 15926 “Integration of lifecycle data for process plants including oil and gas pro-
duction facilities” standard [10] was issued. The core data model of the standard is 
based on the Object Paradigm. Consequently, it includes interconnected concepts for 
the presentation of information about changes (processes) in federated enterprises. 

Though initial reference data defined by the ISO 15926 relates to oil and gas indus-
try, it can be easily extended for the application in other domains. Reference data is 
currently maintained and enhanced by Special Interest Groups within POSC Caesar 
Association (PCA) [18]. 

4 Research Methodology 

As it was mentioned before, we base our research on the ontological approach to 
modeling of social organization, data and supportive information system. By doing 
this we aim at getting tight links between these diverse models. Thus, the complete 
knowledge of a social organization ensured by its ontological model provides a full 
set of requirements to supportive technical system [19]. In addition, these require-
ments are independent from implementation issues and constraints. On the other hand, 
it is obvious that the direct reflection of the structure, states, operational rules, and 
processes between social and technical systems results in perfect efficiency and res-
ponsiveness of supportive information system. From this perspective, ontological 
approach to systems’ modeling improves their coherence. Also specification of a 
conceptualization is the important part of ontological approach. Misinterpretation and 
loss of business-valuable information can be avoided in case of adjustment of the 
concepts within business and technical systems. 

Hereafter we outline four main steps to be performed in order to design the multi-
agent framework (MAS) for organizational diagnosis.  
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The ontological foundations of proposed multi-agent framework are formed by 
conceptual alignment between the meta-models of enterprise ontology [9], data, and 
multi-agent system. Therefore, at the first step, we will develop the meta-model of 
multi-agent framework. 

It makes sense to consider functioning of MAS framework at two levels: business 
and information. Business level of the framework is formed by analytical and com-
municative abilities of intellectual agents implemented by the algorithms for data and 
events processing. Provided that meta-model of the framework matches with the 
DEMO meta-model, the rules for agents’ interactions and their perception of the 
world can be specified by DEMO Aspect Models of supported enterprise for a partic-
ular case.  

In the proposed solution information level of the multi-agent system is based on 
the cohesive theoretical foundations of DEMO and BORO methodologies. Every 
individual concept (predicate) of the WOSL language [6] represents an individual fact 
in the world. Thus, we will extract the concepts and their descriptions by the means of 
BORO methodology [7] from the DEMO meta-model and from DEMO aspect models 
of standardized business processes of networking organizations. In view of the fact 
that all individual facts and relations between them can be unambiguously classified 
based on the reference data of ISO 15926, we will integrate extracted concepts with 
ISO 15926 reference data. The resulted conceptual schema will specify the informa-
tion structure of multi-agent system. Provided that intellectual agents implement the 
created data model, they will be able to follow and support business processes of pro-
totypal organization. 

At the next stage of our research, we will specify the co-influence of business 
strategy, business model, business capabilities and processes with the functions of 
multi-agent framework. As a result, multi-agent framework will be enhanced by the 
ability to support organizational interoperability. 

Then we will implement the algorithms for run-time monitoring and control of 
processes enactment by intellectual agents. This stage includes implementation of 
Process Mining techniques [13] in the multi-agent system; implementation of reason-
ing abilities of intellectual agents; development of a runtime mechanism for adaptive 
change of business processes based on self-organization principles of intellectual 
agents. 

Finally, the functions of created multi-agent framework should be validated and 
adjusted iteratively to support operation of artificial networking organization. 

5 Multi-Agent Framework for Organizational Diagnosis in 
Supply Network 

In this section we present the first results of our research. The first step of proposed 
methodology (section 4) was applied to build the conceptual basis of multi-agent 
framework for organizational diagnosis in supply network. Supply networks can be 
considered as one of the forms of networking organizations, where volatility of supply 
processes is reflected in tracing data. The applications for tracing data processing 
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(traceability applications) exemplify the means of organizational diagnosis. As con-
firmed by multiple researches [11], [20-24], nowadays the results of traceability data 
processing and analysis do not satisfy the needs of supply parties. 

5.1 Traceability Artifacts in Supply Chain Management 

Expected responsiveness of proposed multi-agent system for tracing data processing 
is based on the implementation of tracing data in a computer system (i.e. in the shape 
of concepts) as closer as possible to the business understanding of tracing informa-
tion. That is why the first step in developing of abstraction framework for traceability 
applications is the accurate specification of the artifacts to work with. Based on the 
definition of traceability given in the Introduction, we deem that all processes, activi-
ties, information inputs and outputs, metrics, and assigned people roles related to 
tracing objects constitute the full set of traceability artifacts. Where relevant subset of 
the artifacts can be found in the specifications and practices of supply activities. Con-
sequently, generalization of supply chain practices can be considered as the most 
reliable method of specification of traceability artifacts.  

In our work the description of common patterns for supply chain activities and me-
trics is founded on the Supply-Chain Operations Reference-model (SCOR-
model) [25]. This model summarizes the best practices and technologies and put them 
into a unified structure in order to improve supply chain management [25]. Basic 
supply chain of the SCOR-model is a “chain” of Source, Make, and Deliver execution 
processes aimed to transform or transport materials and/or products. Each process in 
the chain is a customer of the previous process and a supplier to the next. Within this 
paper we exemplify our approach by using the second decomposition level of the 
Source Stocked Product (S1) process [25], which provides the reference model for 
procurement of inventory driven or standard goods and services. 

According to the SCOR-model, chosen process S1 consists of the following stages: 
(S1.1) Schedule Product Deliveries, (S1.2) Receive Product, (S1.3) Verify Product, 
(S1.4) Transfer Product, (S1.5) Authorize Supplier Payment. The simplest S1 process 
is self-activated and encloses one transaction (the set of coordination and production 
acts) with some actor of the Delivery process at the Receive Product (S1.2) stage. 

Though the SCOR-model provides a good vocabulary to speak about traceability in 
ordinary language, its semantics is still inconsistent and incomplete to be used as the 
ontological basis [26] for definition of the full set of traceability artifacts. This model 
entails resources exchanged between process elements and actors, but lacks semantic 
precision [26]. In the next section we enhance the semantics of the SCOR-model by 
new concepts extracted from the ontological description of social organization then 
link this world ontology with the reference concepts of ISO 15926. 

5.2 Meta-description of Business Processes 

Conceptual model expressed by PSI () theory (Performance in Social Interaction) 
along with CRISP meta-model of organizations [6], provided by DEMO methodolo-
gy, define universal fundamental concepts for description of business processes in and 
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between organizations.  Applying methods of BORO methodology to DEMO models, 
we built the set of business objects and their signs [7] in order to construct a core of 
our data model. The description of some extracted concepts is presented hereafter. 

The Operation Axiom of PSI theory [6] states that people in an organization are ac-
tors (concept: “actor”) which can play different actor roles (concept: “actor role”) and 
perform two kinds of acts (concept: “act”): production acts and coordination acts. By 
performing production acts (concept: “production act”) actors contribute to bringing 
about the goods and/or services delivered to the environment of the enterprise. By 
performing coordination acts (concept: “coordination act”) actors express their inten-
sions (concept: “intension”) and comply with commitments towards each other re-
garding the performance of production acts [6]. The Transaction Axiom [6] states that 
production and coordination acts are performed as the steps of universal patterns, 
called transactions (concept: “transaction”). 

 

Fig. 1. Interaction Model of the Source Stocked Product process (S1) expressed in the Actor 
Transaction Diagram 

Less general concepts can be extracted from DEMO Aspect models [6] of specified 
business processes. For example, the following classes of traceability artifacts were 
referenced to product transfer activity (S1.5) using the Interaction Model (fig. 1) of 
the Source Stocked Product process from section 5.1: “product transfer” and “Product 
transporter”. Analysis of another Aspect model – the State Model – of the same 
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process (S1) let us reveal target traced object of the process: “Product On Order”. 
During S1 this object is received from supplier, verified, transported, and paid-up. 

As founded on ontological approach authors believe that the core elements of the 
Aspect Models, which describe the same kind of organizations in supply chain, are 
the same. Consequently, complete number of universal concepts and their classes can 
be extracted from organization models of standardized supply chain processes and 
used as basic nodes of unified data meta-model (section 5.3). 

5.3 Meta-description of Data 

In compliance with the request of conceptual alignment between meta-description of 
business processes and meta-description of data, reference data ontology of the supply 
chain domain must include aforementioned concepts derived from CRISP meta-
model, PSI theory and DEMO meta-model (section 5.2). In section 5.2 we also pro-
posed to extract other reference data from the Aspect Models of standardized 
processes. Moreover, domain-specific concepts from particular organizational models 
of supply chain parties supplement proposed data model. 

The following general steps of data-model construction were specified in our re-
search. Step 1: extraction of business-valuable data concepts from DEMO meta-
model; definition of relationships between extracted metadata and ISO 15926 refer-
ence data. Step 2: extraction of data concepts from the Aspect Models [13] of stan-
dardized supply chain processes; definition of relationships, cardinalities, and proper-
ties [11] of extracted metadata in compliance with the reference data of ISO 15926 
and new reference data defined on step 1. Step 3: extraction of additional concepts 
from national, industry, and branch standards for traceability data; definition of rela-
tionships between extracted data and new reference data defined on step 1 and step 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Two stages (S1.4 and S1.5) of instantiated Source Stocked Product process (S1) on the 
time-space diagram 

Some data concepts of proposed two first steps of data modeling process were de-
scribed in section 5.2. In order to exemplify reference data of step 3, Source Stocked 
Product process (S1) was instantiated as follows: one florist is responsible for regular 
supply of a flower to Siberia. Normally he follows the best practices of supply chain 
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management and acts according to S1 specifications. A flower is usually accompanied 
with RFID tag and is tracked during its lifecycle. Two stages of the flower are de-
picted in fig. 2. This picture contains domain-specific description of the process as 
well as corresponding data model concepts derived from Interaction Model of flower 
supply. Interaction Model components are similar to ones depicted in fig. 1. Thus, 
“Source order executor” is instantiated by a florist, and product is a flower. Space-
time diagram of figure 2 emphasizes our goal to describe whole product lifecycle 
within the data model in terms corresponded with organizational models of related 
supply parties. 

Following BORO methodology we defined data concepts and their interrelations to 
track a flower from the end of stage S1.4 till the end of stage S1.5: time-space dimen-
sional object (product on order) - “Flower on order”, activity -“Flower Transfer”, 
result of activity (new stage of a flower) - “Transferred flower”, event – “End of 
flower transfer”, and location – “Siberia”. According to our approach to data model-
ing, these concepts are classes, which for concepts related to particular flowers are 
members. 

 

Fig. 3. Our extension of ISO 15926 data model 
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All aforementioned concepts were embedded into standardized data model of 
ISO 15926. In figure 3 all reference elements of ISO 15926 are highlighted in grey, 
whereas new elements of the data model are represented by white rectangles with 
their names inside. All data elements in rectangles are not linked to any special do-
main. Specification of the model is depicted by data elements without rectangles.  

ISO 15926 standard defines not only the full set of core reference data elements, 
but it also specifies and classifies strong relationships between them. Thus, there are 
three types of links between elements are depicted in fig. 3: arrows for classification 
relationships, lines with bold dot at the end for specification relationships, and lines 
with diamond in the middle for other types of relationships. Due to lack of space and 
limitations of graphical representation of ISO 15926 meta-model, not all possible 
relationships between elements are shown in fig. 3. 

Comparing proposed data meta-model with the ontology developed by Zdravkovic 
et al. [26], which is also aimed to support supply chain operations based on SCOR 
concepts, our extension of ISO 15926 meta-model is not only perfectly connected 
with the concepts of organizational structure and functions, but establishes tight links 
between tracing information and related processes. Thus, as soon as the information 
about other stages of the process is injected into the model, and real-time data is con-
sequently recorded into the data storage, the information system can easily correlate 
state of the traced object with the requirements of related business process model. 

Freeware platform .15926 Editor [27] facilitates extension of the standard data 
model by the set of graphical elements and their linkage with ISO 15926 upper ontol-
ogy. Moreover default configuration of .15926 Editor with fully functional RDF 
viewer and editor at the core, transforms created graphical meta-model into RDF 
compliant data set (or OWL with many restrictions for conversion) in accordance 
with the rules defined by W3C consortium. 

As far as ontologies are known to be well suited for an evolutionary approach to 
the specification of requirements and domain knowledge [28], proposed data-model 
can be continuously supplemented with new concepts of tracing data and activities 
derived from DEMO aspect models and RFID specifications without damaging of the 
model. It means that the data storages built on the basis of proposed model contain 
universally organized data and can be enlarged when it is necessary. 

5.4 High-Level Design of Multi-agent Framework 

Inherently business models of organizations are static because they map the time di-
mension onto the spatial dimensions [7]. Moreover, the information stored in accor-
dance with the business model of social organization is not yet an information 
processing system. Only the ability of multi-agent systems to process business infor-
mation and implement two-dimensional view of organizational business model does 
make processing. 

Intellectual agents can partially fulfill analytical and communicative functions as-
signed to people (or “actors” in terms of DEMO) involved in business processes. 
Therefore real-time supply network can be imitated by multi-agent framework where 
agents get tracing data from data stores, analyze the information, overcome discov-
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ered problems and mistakes in supply processes, and provide actors with the graphical 
interface for manual control and representation of the results of their activities. In 
order to facilitate decision making of supply chain parties, the framework must be 
implemented as to detect automatically any deviations of process chains from pro-
jected traffic activities by comparing tracing real-time and historical data with the 
data quantifications and customer requirements come from business process guide-
lines and procedures. 

As soon as a new request to analyze tracing data comes to the framework from 
agents’ GUI or another application, related data is extracted from the supported tra-
ceability network and stored into agents’ data structures. Afterwards agents compare 
incoming information with predefined knowledge about business objects and 
processes under their responsibilities. Agents’ responsibilities for intelligent analysis 
of tracing data reflect proactive human roles in transactions and their abilities to over-
come inconsistencies between real information about business objects and projected 
data by changing supply network topology. 

Business processes in terms of MAS framework are built from the activities to be 
executed by agents and carried out by transactions between them. Expected outcome 
of tracing data analysis and agents’ interactions correspond to the new facts [6]. These 
new facts correspond to completed coordination or production actions [6] of people 
involved in business activities. Proposed data meta-model establishes unequivocal 
connections between the types of all possible new facts and transactions described by 
DEMO Aspect Models. Therefore, real facts extracted from tracing data by intellec-
tual agents lead to changes of multi-agent system together with supply network varia-
tion in time, and allow detection of failures in business operations by force of uniden-
tified new facts. Since DEMO models of organizations in supply network provide 
ontological description of business objects and related business processes, proposed 
data-process model of multi-agent framework can be considered as a basis for crea-
tion of flexible and scalable application for traceability data processing. 

Ontological approach to definition of the main elements of the framework provides 
essential description of business objects and processes and makes it possible to apply 
the same multi-agent solution for data processing in the intermodal logistics systems, 
which consist of variety of supply chain parties and different types of business 
processes. Because of their nature, components of multi-agent system can be re-used 
on the new nodes of supply network and easily adapted to their special features in 
order to unite fragmented traceability applications to complex logistics system. 

Proposed Model of Intellectual Agents. Design of programming agents described 
below is based on the ontological system model SMART [19] which is perfectly cor-
respondent with CRISP meta-model [6] of organizations and proposed model of mul-
ti-agent framework. In addition JADE framework [29] is used to develop multi-agent 
system that leads to some additional limitations on agents’ construction. 

In accordance to J. Dietz [19], agent model, as an atomic unit of traceability sys-
tem, can be built from the following concepts: 
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─ Role of agent correspond to actor role in DEMO methodology; RoleID is the Role 
identificator. Because of JADE limitations, one agent can fulfill only one actor 
role. 

─ State is the number of facts, which describe the state of agent at the current mo-
ment. 

─ State base is the set of all permissible States of the agent. 
─ Action is the task assigned to the agent according to its Role.  
─ Action base consists of all possible Actions that can be performed by the agent. 

Ability of the agent to perform the Action is defined by the set of behaviors in 
terms of JADE framework. 

─ Command is a tuple in the form <Action, Time>, where Time is the moment when 
the Action is required to be performed. Each agent is able to accept, execute and 
generate commands, presented in the form of ACL messages. 

─ Mutation is the set of productions facts [13] that appear after Command execution. 
Notifications about occurred Mutations are sent to all subscribed agents in the form 
of ACL messages. 

─ Mutation base is the set of all permissible Mutations of the agent. 
─ Reaction is the set of Commands generated after Action execution.  
─ Reaction Base is the set of actions included into all permissible Reactions of the 

agent. 
─ Transition Rule is a tuple in the form <Action, State, Reaction, Mutation>, which 

defines all permissible changes of the agent at the current moment. 
─ Transition base is the set of all existent Transition Rules. 

 

Fig. 4. Design of programming agent 
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Main components of the agent model are depicted in fig.4. Where GUI is a Graphical 
User Interface of the agent, which allows users of traceability system (i.e. actors of 
related organizations) manage the agent. Message Queue is used to exchange messag-
es with other agents. It is assumed that information links between actor roles in the 
Interstriction Model of DEMO methodology are embodied into information links 
between agents. 

Bank contains descriptors of current State in the form of data structures consistent 
with defined meta-data model (section 5.3). Channel contains the list of behaviors 
which have been activated by commands and have to be executed. Processor is re-
sponsible for agent’s behavior and content of Bank and Channel. Since agents are 
able to act on information and business levels, these three components (Bank, Chan-
nel and Processor) are double inside of the agent. The only difference is between 
structure of Processor and I-Processor. State I-base and Action I-base components of 
I-Processor define the rules used by the agent to assess incoming information and 
form new information messages. 

6 Conclusions 

Our research presents a scientific approach to architectural design of business infor-
mation systems for planning, discovering, monitoring deviations, and optimizing 
business processes. Semantically consistent abstractions in description of business-
processes, data, and information system help to improve integration of information 
and processes. Logical and technical correspondence of proposed abstractions creates 
conditions for building of a cohesive information system for organizational diagnosis. 
Multi-agent solution adjusted with an ontological view on data model and business 
processes of organizations implements the ability to flexibly react on any deviations 
of business activities within networking organizations. 

At the present stage of our research, the method of data modeling consistent with 
the business view on supply chain activities is introduced and exemplified. High-level 
design of multi-agent framework is presented. In the nearest future original architec-
ture of multi-agent framework will be designed in details and implemented. 

The proposed multi-agent framework accompanied with the methodology for its 
implementation in a particular application domain will structure and simplify creation 
of business information systems, will allow software designers to concentrate on the 
analysis of business-models and domain ontologies instead of designing the applica-
tions for organizational diagnosis from scratch. 
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